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From critically acclaimed author Jason
Tanamor comes I Heart Superhero Kid.
The legacy of Superhero Kid is tested
when his familys arch enemy, the Evil
Man, plots out major sadness during the
citys largest public event - the best pizza
pie contest. A city filled with happiness largely due to the protection of Superhero
Kid - the Evil Man challenges the areas
beloved hero to a hand-to-hand battle.
Lizzy and Carrie, two preteen school girls,
obsess over the thought that Superhero Kid
may actually be a student at their school.
Armed with past yearbooks and
determination, the two friends narrow
down all the boys in a selfish attempt to
reveal the identity of Superhero Kid. On
the day of the best pizza pie contest - the
event seeing big named celebrities such as
Johnny Depp and Brad Pitt, politicians like
President Obama and Bernie Sanders, and
musicians including The 1975 - the Evil
Man makes his move. Taking Lizzy
hostage, Superhero Kid arrives to save the
day. But not before an epic battle between
happiness and sadness. With moves such as
snake bite arm twists and Wet Willies,
Superhero Kid handles the Evil Mans
threat in stride, forcing evil to disappear for
good. The city is once again safe, and
Superhero Kid is hailed a hero. However,
Lizzy is left unfulfilled. That is until she
develops a plan. I Heart Superhero Kid is
an epic superhero story told in rhyming
verse involving a hero, his arch enemy, and
a girl with a crazy mad crush.
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wrapped in a mystery that pretended to be a superhero story, . epic elements of their exploits and to treat the stories as
dreamlike
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